Dear Andrew,

I write as a result of a visit made to me this morning by Mrs. [REDAacted]. She reports:

* that [REDAacted] is finding it difficult to be the object of what he feels to be special attention in terms of visits, phone calls, and invitations. He just wants to be treated like anybody else, needs space, and does not know how to deal with additional attention. Indeed it is causing difficulties with other pupils.

* that she wrote on 6th August hoping that her letter would deal with the matter, as it appears not to have done.

* that [REDAacted] himself asked her to see me about it, as she did this morning.

I must ask:

* that [REDAacted] is not in any way singled out

* that respond briefly to Mrs. [REDAacted]'s letter of 6/8/91, indicating that you will indeed comply with her request (copy to me please).

We should talk about the matter once you have written the letter. I should be grateful if that could be done immediately this week in order to set Mrs. [REDAacted]'s mind at rest.

Yours sincerely,

J. Lewis